
Weekly Market Guide

The S&P 500 has rallied ~15% from the lows in mid-October, underpinned by better-than-expected inflationary reports over the

past week. Last Thursday’s CPI reading of 0.27% m/m came in well below consensus estimates, providing a welcome sign to

investors that improving leading indicators (on inflation) could finally be showing up in the actual, hard data. This feeling of

promise was supported by the Producer Price index this week, which showed core PPI (ex-food and energy) flat in October- not

only well below the 0.4% estimate but also following a downward revision to the September reading.

The better inflationary data resulted in lower Fed expectations, sharply lower bond yields, and higher equity markets- with 

clear rotation from this year’s winners into the biggest laggards. For example, some of the more Consumer and Technology-

oriented areas are up over 10% in the past week while some of the more defensive areas are relatively flat. We believe this 

action provides a glimpse of what will transpire over time, as the market eventually turns out of the current bear market on 

lower inflationary pressures. Of course, timing and risk tolerance are very important because these areas will also likely 

underperform in another down-leg for the market.

While the better inflation data and underlying technical improvement are encouraging, we expect more time and challenges

ahead before equities can show durable upside. The Fed shift to a more forward-looking approach to rate hikes is a positive

development, taking into consideration the cumulative effects of 400bps of tightening already this year working with a lag on

the economic outlook. Accordingly, we believe the Committee will reduce its pace of hikes in December to 50bps. However,

the Fed is still in tightening mode and inflation may take time to show definitive evidence that it is indeed declining to a more

reasonable level.

We do expect inflation to moderate significantly over the next year and for equity markets to be climbing out of bear market 

lows, but the predominant trend for equities still remains lower for now. With the Fed still tightening and weaker economic 

growth expected ahead, volatile data may correlate to continued volatile equity markets in the coming weeks and months. 

Accordingly, we are reluctant to chase rally periods and more interested in using the pullback periods (which may be 10%+) as 

opportunity.

In the short term, the market appears overbought with technical resistance just overhead in the 4000-4100 area. The S&P 500 is

getting to the top end of its downtrend, the US dollar is oversold at support, and real yields are at the bottom end of their 

range. Odds are we see a pause or pullback in the short-term.

We wish you and your families a Happy Thanksgiving! Barring a market-changing event, the Weekly Market Guide will continue on

December 1st



MACRO: US 

October PPI grew just 0.2% m/m (below the 0.5% estimate), and the prior 
month was revised down to 0.2% from 0.4%.  Additionally, Core PPI ex-food 
and energy was flat in October vs. the 0.4% estimate and despite 
September’s downwardly-revised 0.2% (was 0.3%).  These were the latest 
inflationary readings showing a potential “light at the end of the tunnel” for 
investors.  But with inflation still very high, the Fed remains in tightening 
mode and will need a consistent series of improving data points over time to 
gain conviction that inflation is heading on a more reasonable path.   

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Strategy 

Event Period Actual Consensus Surprise Prior 
Michigan Sentiment NSA (Preliminary) NOV  54.7  59.5 -4.8  59.9
Empire State Index SA NOV  4.5 -6.8  11.3 -9.1
PPI ex-Food & Energy SA M/M OCT  0.0%  0.35% -0.35%  0.20%
PPI ex-Food & Energy NSA Y/Y OCT  6.7%  7.1% -0.42%  7.1%
PPI SA M/M OCT  0.20%  0.50% -0.30%  0.20%
PPI NSA Y/Y OCT  8.0%  8.3% -0.33%  8.4%
Export Price Index NSA M/M OCT -0.30% -0.20% -0.10% -1.5%
Import Price Index NSA M/M OCT -0.20% -0.30%  0.10% -1.1%
Retail sales ControlGroup M/M OCT  0.68%  0.40%  0.28%  0.63%
Retail sales Ex AutoFuel M/M OCT  0.91%  0.10%  0.81%  0.58%
Retail Sales ex-Auto SA M/M OCT  1.3%  0.50%  0.80%  0.10%
Retail Sales SA M/M OCT  1.3%  1.0%  0.30%  0.02%
Capacity Utilization NSA OCT  79.9%  80.4% -0.50%  80.1%
Industrial Production SA M/M OCT -0.10%  0.20% -0.30%  0.10%
Manufacturing Production M/M OCT  0.15%  0.25% -0.10%  0.24%
Business Inventories SA M/M SEP  0.40%  0.50% -0.10%  0.90%
NAHB Housing Market Index SA NOV  33.0  36.0 -3.0  38.0
Building Permits SAAR (Preliminary) OCT  1,526K  1,510K  16.0K  1,564K
Continuing Jobless Claims SA 11/05  1,507K  1,503K  4.5K  1,494K
Housing Starts M/M OCT -4.2% -0.60% -3.6% -1.3%
Housing Starts SAAR OCT  1,425K  1,416K  9.0K  1,488K
Initial Claims SA 11/12  222.0K  221.0K  1.0K  226.0K
Philadelphia Fed Index SA NOV -19.4 -8.0 -11.4 -8.7
Kansas City Fed Manufacturing Index NOV -6.0  -  - -7.0

Latest positive inflation 
reading this week- Core 

PPI flat in October 

Fed still hiking- peak 
Fed funds rate likely 

to get near 5% 



Q3 EARNINGS SEASON 
Q3 earnings season is nearing an end with a handful of companies still to report 
next week- a few consumer and tech companies, and one health care and 
industrial bellwether.  69% of S&P 500 companies beat on the bottom line by an 
aggregate surprise of 1.6%.  As expected, companies reduced their fundamental 
outlooks due to the economic slowdown and uncertainty.  S&P 500 earnings 
estimates are heading lower with all sectors except Energy seeing negative 
revision trends for 2023 earnings.   

We believe the downward trend is set to continue as Fed tightening acts with a 
lag on the economy.  Slower economic growth and inflation will result in lower 
sales growth which, in conjunction with high costs, will weigh on margins and 
earnings.  Given our view of a mild economic recession in 2023, we believe that 
2023 earnings may finish closer to $215 (vs the current consensus of $230).  Of 
course, the question is how much has already been priced in- and we believe a 
lot of negative news has up to this point.  Valuations will bottom well ahead of 
the fundamentals, but inflationary trends and the Fed will be large 
determinants on the level of multiples. 

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Strategy
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TECHNICAL: S&P 500 
After a 15% rally from the lows, the market appears 
overbought with resistance just overhead in the 
4000-4100 range.  This is in line with the 200-day 
moving average and upper-end of this year’s 
downtrend channel. 

Additionally, the US dollar is oversold at support, 
real yields are at the bottom end of their range, and 
we see 10/11 sectors as overbought right now.  Odds 
are we see a pause or pullback in equity markets in 
the short-term.   

While there have been some positives technically, 
we believe more time and challenges are likely 
ahead before the market can show durable upside. 

With this in mind, we are reluctant to chase the 
rallies but would use the pullback periods as 
opportunity to accumulate favored names. 

Technically, we will be monitoring resistance in the 
4000-4100 area.  And on the flip side, we will be 
monitoring support around 3910 and 3800.  We 
would like to see the trend of lower highs and lower 
lows come to an end. 

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Strategy 
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MARKET INFLUENCES 
The aftermath of last week’s CPI report saw the US dollar, bond yields, and real yields pull back- contributing to market upside (given their inverse 
relationships over the past year).  These are positive developments, and we are hopeful that the uptrend in real yields and the US dollar may be subsiding. 
However, these market influences are also now oversold near support in the short-term. This raises the odds in our view, in conjunction with the S&P 500 
overbought at resistance, that equities may be set for a pause or pullback in the short-term.  

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Strategy 
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